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Overall evaluation of the thesis.... B.. 
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Verbal evaluation of the thesis including questions that the candidate must address in his/her thesis defence: 

Leevi Toja's thesis gradually evolved into a monographic study about a Russian 
avant-garde poet and proponent of the scientific organisation of labour Aleksei 
Gastev. This less known protagonist of the "Great Experiment" characteristically 
mixed in his writings rutheless technocratic pragmatism with poetic visions of totally 
desubjectivized society where individuals will be, for example, numbered instead of 
named.

There is no doubt that Leevi Toja sometimes "surrendered himself' to his 
subject. There are places in his thesis where more cautious formulations would be 
appropriate, especially when he fails to distinguish between the Gastev''s ideas and the 
consequences of putting them into practice. Yet despite Toja's fascination with the 



idea of totally desubjectivized life he is also clearly aware of the rather dystopian 
dimensions of many of Gastev's proposals. Particularly revealing in this regard are 

sections discussing the revolutionary's militarist rhetoric and his aggressive diatribes 

against "the Russian backwardness" that must be erased at all costs. At one point,

Toja succinctly claims that Gastev, executed during Stalinist purges, was "a victim of 

his own cruelty": "He was killed[...] because he wasn't a good 'fit with society
anymore. 

I do understand (and share) Toja's fascination and am grateful for learning
more about Aleksei Gastev thanks to him, nevertheless I miss in the text more 

systematic reflection of this fascination. Is Gastev obscure piece of intellectual history

or can his ideas tell us something about our contemporary conditions? 

I propose evaluation B. 
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